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About Matunkha Centre
Matunkha Centre is non-profit Christian local Non
Governmental Organisation that builds the capacities of
communities in Rumphi and Mzimba by facilitating
transformational development programs.
Matunkha promotes transparency, accountability,
commitment, integrity and empowerment in all its
undertakings.
Matunkha focuses on four main area’s of activities:

•
•
•
•

Health
Education
Care for Orphans & Vulnerable Children
Agricultural Development

At the moment of the picture the staff
from School and Security where not available

68 FTE
 15 Women
 43 Men

€ 148,000
 ELMA
 Matunkha Nl
 FreeLunch

14,500
 19 Community Based
 Matunkha Centre : 42 Hectare
 Catchment area : 130 km2
Organizations
 In every CBO volunteers
as our contacts

HEALTH PROGRAMS
€ 0.70 = MK 700
per patient per month

Palliative Home Based Care

Providing high quality and personal health care
to people with a palliative health situation
(palliative = a chronical disease)
Likuni Phala
(a nutritional porridge)
is provided to patients where food
security is an issue

Moringa Powder
(a pure biological food
supplement)
is provided to patients with a
nutritional problem

1,030 kg

117 kg

106 patients

196 patients

CHILDREN with DISABILITIES

1.5 FTE
 Bertha Nkhoswe
 Ineke Selles

€ 6,875
 ELMA
 Matunkha Nl

846 patients
 591 Home Visits
 255 Patients visiting
Clinic

Rumphi District Hospital (RDH)
 Pain-relief: 271 patients  132 Referrals
 Morfine:
35 patients

HEALTH PROGRAMS

Children with disabilities

€ 2 = MK 2,000
per child per month

Give special care to children with
disabilities and information to their parents/guardians
We made visits to check the children medically and all kinds
of supporting materials, toys and specific tools were
distributed. All children received a toy-doll for them
personally.
Special weeks for children and their parents at Matunkha
were organized at which the parents received training and
information and the children were assessed in their current
situation and some progress-expectations were discussed
with and explained to the parents..

MORINGA GARDEN

PALLIATIVE HOME BASED CARE

0.2 FTE
 Inge Dernison
 Ineke Selles
 Beritha Nkhoswe

€ 1,221
 Dernison
 Zuiderkerk Zwolle

50 children
 97 Home visits
 3 (5 day) trainings

Mosquitonets
 53 vulnerable children

HEALTH PROGRAMS
€ 17 = MK 17,000
per kg moringa powder

Moringa Garden
At Matunkha Centre we have an orchard
with 2,000 Moringa trees.

Throughout the year we harvest the branches, wash them,
strip the leaves of and dry these in specially constructed
drying boxes. The trees are growing new branches
continuously, which makes this an ideal product. The dried
leaves are pounded into powder and handed to the Nurses to
distribute to their patients.
Moringa Powder is a nutritional supplement
full of vitamins, anti-oxidants and
eight essential amino acids

COVID PREVENTION

CHILDREN with DISABILITIES

1 FTE
 Mabvuto Chatumbwa

€ 970
 Matunkha Nl

56,840 grams
 Of high quality
Moringa powder

2,000 trees

55,900 grams
 Donated by Miracle
Tree LLC

HEALTH PROGRAMS
€ 42 = MK 42,000
per Covid kit

Covid Prevention

In 2020 we already ran an extensive Covid
Prevention Program both at the Centre and in the
Communities, made possible by the ELMA Foundation
In 2021 we received some additional funding from Maya
Fonds (Buurtzorg Netherlands) with which we could
purchase Covid Kits for all CBO’s. With these, the volunteers
received the necessary tools to handle new Covid-patients
from the beginning.

MORINGA GARDEN

0.1 FTE
 Beritha Nkhoswe
 Ineke Selles

€ 1,000
 Maya Fonds

24 Covid Kits
 19 CBOs

PREVENTION PROGRAMS

HIV Testing & Counselling

€ 3.60 = MK 3,600
per client

The team regularly visits the villages and
performs individual tests and counseling sessions, to
identify as early as possible people that are HIV positive.
A major strategy in the fight against HIV and Aids is early
identification, so infected people can start ART-treatment
(next chapter) immediately. They stay in good health longer
and the chance of infecting others is significantly reduced.

ANTI RETROVIRAL TREATMENT

1 FTE
 Thomas Mabuwira
 Watson Malanga

€ 3,505
 ELMA
 Matunkha Netherlands

966 clients
 39 Village outreaches
 966 T ests performed
 6 HIV positiv [ 4 female, 2 male]

PREVENTION PROGRAMS

Anti Retroviral Treatment

€ 2.35 = MK 2,350
per client per month

We work together with Rumphi District
Hospital to provide ART services in our Clinic once per
month, so people with HIV have to travel less far and,
while at Matunkha to get their medication, they can
consult our nurses and receive Likuni Phala and/or
Moringa.

PMTCT

HIV TESTING & COUNSELLING

0.2 FTE
 Bertha Nkhoswe
 Ineke Selles
 3 staff from RDH

€ 1,076
 Matunkha Nl

38 Clients
 Partnering with RDH
 29 Women and 9 men
 12 ART morning at Matunkha
 4 different client groups

PREVENTION PROGRAMS

Prevention
Mother-To-Child Transmission

€ 3 = MK 3,000
per pregnant woman

Informing pregnant HIV- positiv women on how to deliver
and care for her child, thus preventing her baby to
contract HIV.

Since we started the PMTCT program in 2016, so far we
have 8 children from HIV/Aids women tested negativ (you
can only test after 2 years and not all women have reported
back yet).

CERVICAL CANCER SCREENING

ANTI RETROVIRAL TREATMENT

0.3 FTE
 Thomas Mabuwira
 Watson Malanga

€ 1,095
 ELMA
 Matunkha NL

364 Women
 32 Group sessions
 18 Villages

PREVENTION PROGRAMS

Cervical Cancer Screening

€ 4.50 = MK 4,500
per client

VIAA (Virtual Inspection with Acidic Acid)
Cervical Cancer is a widespread problem in Malawi, mainly
because of the sexual behavior.
If diagnosed in time, the treatment is simple and on the spot.
It is diagnosed with the acid and in an early stage treated
with gas (freeze). Advanced stages are referred to the
hospital.
Many lives of (mainly young) women are saved with this
simple and cheap program..

PMTCT

€ 2,405

0.2 FTE
 Beritha Nkhoswe
 Watson Malanga
 2 nurses from RDH

 ELMA

534 Clients
 24 were diagnosed with Cervical Cancer.
Most of them received treatment in time
 10 CBOs visited – 19 Sites
 19 Visits outside our catchment area

Partnering with RDH
 7 Clients referred to RDH

ORPHANS & VULNERABLE CHILDREN
€ 0.60 = MK 60
per child per month

Schoolfeeding and
ECD Services

In 2006 we had a serious hunger situation in Malawi and
we started a breakfast-program for the children at our
school.

We noticed a significant relation between well-fed children
and their school results, so we continued the program since
then and in the past years we were able to involve other
schools in the same program, thanks to support from the
ELMA Foundation.

COMMUNITY WELFARE

2.5 FTE





Molley Mhango
Philip Soko
Tyezge Ngwira
Alice Chumbi

€ 2,587

3,562 children

 ELMA Foundation  11 Primary Schools
1946 girls, 1616 boys

607 children
 7 Community Based
Childcare Centres
301 girls, 306 boys

400 kg likuni phala
 5 Community Based Childcare Centres
 Others used own production grown with
support from us

ORPHANS & VULNERABLE CHILDREN
€ 46 = MK 46,000
per family

Community Welfare

In incidental cases, we provide individual support to
people or families in dire need
This support is always based on an assessment, where we
check how the problems surfaced and who are in the first
place responsible to assist. In case we can’t identify anyone
who can and will support, might it be family, neighbors, chiefs
or church, we step in and provide the emergency help.
In most cases its food, shelter, blankets or mosquito nets.
We also assisted some emergencies were mothers died and
babies were in need of milk.
Always there are children of poorer
families who are unable to have
a schoouniform for the primary
school. In those cases we
assist.
FREELUNCH

SCHOOLFEEDING

0.5 FTE
 Alice Chumbi
 Goodson Chavula

€ 1,384
 Matunkha Netherlands

30 Interventions

32 Schooluniforms
 11 Girls
 21 Boys

ORPHANS & VULNERABLE CHILDREN
€ 2.63 = MK 2,630
per child per month

Freelunch

We are partnering with the international Freelunch
Organization, to provide quality meals during lunchtime
to our schoolchildren.

Unfortunately the FreeLunch Organisation cancelled the
continuation of the program unanounced, leaving us with a
deficit and a challenge to continue the program to avoid deep
disappointments with our schoolchildren and their parents.

YOUTH CLUBS

COMMUNITY WELFARE

2 FTE





Molley Mhango
Philip Soko
Tyezge Ngwira
Alice Chumbi

€ 9,698
 FreeLunch

307 children
 Tenthere Primary School (272 ch)
 Matunkha CBCC (35 ch)

ORPHANS & VULNERABLE CHILDREN
€ 33= MK 33,000
per youth club

Youth Clubs

Other then school, there is little to entertain children
and youth in the villages.

With this program we encourage them to start sporting
competitions and we address issues like deforestation with
them, providing them with background information and with
trees to be active in fighting the problem of deforestation.
Included in the program is teachings to the youth about
HIV prevention.

YOUTH SKILLS ORIENTATION

FREELUNCH

0.2 FTE
 Watson Malanga

€ 394
 ELMA Foundation

920 youth
 12 youth groups

 3,600 trees
 6 CBO’s
 120 youth

 8 CBO’s
 240 youth

ORPHANS & VULNERABLE CHILDREN

Youth Skills Orientation Centre

€ 67 = MK 67,000
per person

After Primary School only 50% of the
children get selected for Seconday School. For the
others there is no other education anymore.
To become a craftsman like a plumber or electrician, you
need Seconday School.
Also are children at home not exposed to any craft at all, so the
only way to learn anything is through school.
In 2021 we did 2 Pilot Programs. Per program 8 youth (4 boys
and 4 girls) are for 10 weeks at Matunkha and every week one
of our craftsmen takes them with him/her on the job and shows/
teaches them the basics of his craft. In that way they are able to
learn about their abilities. We encourage them to develop what
they feel attracted to or comes easy
to them and at the end of the
program we give them a basic
set of tools for the craft of their
preference.
With that they can try
to find something to do.
YOUTH CLUBS

1.2 FTE
 Anthony Munthali
 Many staffmembers

€ 1,000
 Metaalbewerking BV

15 youth
 2 groups

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
€ 6.12 = MK 6,120
per child per month

Tenthere Primary School
Providing quality education for children of all
backgrounds.

With limited class sizes of 35, good accommodation, proper
learning materials and enough motivated teachers so every
child at our school has the best start of his/her educational
life.
Children at our school come from the direct neighbouring
villages and we do enrollment based on the ratios of 50%
OVC (Orphans and Vulnerable Children) and 50% girls.

Tenthere is among the best 100
primary schools in Malawi in
terms of overall quality of results
MATUNKHA CBCC

13 FTE









Rufus Nyasulu (Headm)
Joshua Manda (Headm Gov)
Peter Manyala (Dep HM)
Lazarous Kasambala
Rose Nyirenda
Lamech Chisiza
Mercy Chilongo








Steven Mfuni
Chimwemwe Mbale
Happy Gondwe
Nelli Kasisi
Sylvia Mkandawire
Stella Ngwira

€ 19,990
 Matunkha Netherlands
 SSBCO

272 in 8 classes
 128 girls
 144 boys

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
€ 2.45 = MK 2,450
per child per month

Matunkha CBCC

Already many years we have a Child Care
Centre at Matunkha to take care of children between 1
and 6 years, so they can play and learn together, while
their parents/guardians do their daily duties.
We encourage the Community Based Organizations to also
have this facility and use our CBCC as an example. The
pictures are of our CBCC.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TENTHERE PRIMARY SCHOOL

1 FTE
 Deliwe Mponda
 Maureen Sichinga

€ 1,024
 Parents

35 children

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

Secondary Scholarship Fund

€ 56 = MK 56,000
per student per year

The pupils with the best results after exams for Primary
School are selected for Secondary School.
Unfortunately government and private schools are imposing
school fees to be able to actually go to school, which is very
difficult for many poor families. For many years now provide
these fees, based on individual assessments concerning the
financial possibilities of the family.
Obviously and unfortunately we were again unable to organize
the annual retreat in this year.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING

MTUNKHA CBCC

0.3 FTE
 Alice Chumbi

€ 4,423
 ELMA Foundation
 Matunkha Nl

83 students
 47 girls
 26 boys

€ 218 material support
 ELMA Foundation

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
€ 230 = MK 230,000
per student

Vocational Training

Teach young people a craft with which they can sustain
their own life and their family.
On 31 May we finished the building of our new Vocational
Training Centre, which was acknowleged by TEVETA as a
official Formal Training Institute.
Per 1 June we started the first official formal training in
Electrical Engineering Level 1.
The students went for exam in December and the results are
not out at the moment this annual report was written.
As of 2022 we will run 2 classes each year; Level 1 and
Level 2 partly simultaniously and partly overlapping.

STUDENT SUPPORT

SECONDARY SCHOLARSHIP FUND

2 FTE
 William Tchuwa
 Ivy Jere

€ 4,356
Building/facilities:
 MBO Utrecht/Ruud Rouvoet
 Wilde Ganzen

11 students

€ 2,531
Training: fees from students

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

Student Support
The Educational activities from Matunkha always ended
at Secondary level: SSF and Vocational Training.
But after Secondary School many promising youth
struggle to pay for University.
Whenever we are able, we will link such a student with a
potential wellwisher in Holland. This is more or less outside
our normal programs and structures, so the link is between
these two parties and as Matunkha we facilitate the financial
process, keep in contact with the student and invite him/her
to visit Matunkha during holidays and assit our programs with
their adopted skills and knowledge..

VOCATIONAL TRAINING

0.1 FTE
 Goodson Chavula
 Isaiah Chihana
 Tiem Selles

€ 1,925
 Individual sponsors

3 students

Agricultural Programs
Assist Community Animal Health Workers (CAHW) so
they can provide animal health care to farmers.
Introduce animals (goats & chickens)
and cassava to underprivileged families so they can
improve their situation. They in turn give of the
offspring or harvest to other families, according to a
formal contract. (Pictures: Goat and Cassave pass-on)
To reduce the use of (expensive) fertiliser, we are
training and encouraging farmers to make their own
compost.

26 beneficiaries

0.8 FTE
 Stanwell Mbale

€ 1,259
 ELMA Foundations

10 CAHW



 Regular individual visits 
 4 Quarterly Meetings


2,444 Castrations
4,469 Dewormings
1,749 Vacinations
1,948 Wound- & sickness
treatments

2 beneficiaries
19 beneficiaries

Mbiriwisi Water System
Providing clean water through a gravity
driven system to communal taps.

€ 0.08 = MK 80
per person per month

The watersystem is functioning since 1999 and the last 3
years we made the transition to a water supply, fully paid by
the users. Matunkha Centre is handling care of maintenance
and financial management , paid from the income.
In 2021 they even managed to save a good amount of
money: almost MK 1 mln. With a part of that positive result,
we are going to reconstruct many aprons, as the majority of
them are in a poor condition. With help from Nico Dernison,
John Mbewe, Alice Nyirenda, Martha Mkandawire (picture)
and advice from Amon Manda, we made a proper design and
realised the first three replacements.
Nico also started a bee-keeping
Initiative for the youth in Buwira,
as a supporting activity to
protect the area of the Mbiriwisi
River: the source of the
Watersystem.

1 FTE
 Kondwani Mponda
 John Ojesi Banda

€ 4,541
 Families using 53 Communal Taps
 22 Tenants and
 12 Offices at Matunkha Centre

4,800 users

36,200,000 liters of water

OTHER PROGRAMS

Dernison Projects
Once every 2 years Nico & Inge Dernison spent some
weeks at Matunkha, helping out in all kinds of area’s
were at Matunkha we lack skills and/or knowledge.
Nico is a multi-craft person in several technical area’s and has
helped us immensely in making the Mbiriwisi Water System
technically up to date and implementing water meters by which
the system now is maintained with income from users.
This year he focussed on encouraging people to use stoves to
cook in stead of open fires, starting the project to build new
aprons in the watersystem and creating a proper workhop for our
garage (picture).
Inge, a nurse who is specialized in children with disabilities, has
developed for us an approach finding and supporting
these children. Both the children and
their parents/guardians are benefitting
highly from this program.
This year she did home visits again
and organized two weeks for
children and their parents to be at
Matunkha for information & play.
CBCC CONSTRUCTIONS

0.2 FTE
 Inge
 Nico

€ 2,967
 Dernison & Friends

OTHER PROGRAMS

CBCC Constructions
One of the strategic future developments in Malawi is the
implementation of Community Based Childcare. For that
(simple) constructions are necessary, but for many rural
communities these are difficult to build and finance.

Part of the funding from he ELMA Foundation is to support
communities with these developments. In 2021 we focussed
on two very remote CBOs: those in Bondi and in Buyu.
Both constructions were build and covered with roof before
the rainy season and the final touches are being done in
January/February 2022. On the pictures the old and new
CBCC in Bondi.

CHRISTMAS PARCELS

DERNISON PROJECTS

0.2 FTE
 Goodson Chavula

€ 4,023
 ELMA Foundation

2 CBCCs

OTHER PROGRAMS
€ 12.50 = MK 12,500
per parcel

Christmas Parcels

We were very lucky and happy to receive
again a donation from VVG Ede for Christmas parcels.
The content of the parcels for staff is chosen by a delegation
of the staff.
Our Community Department also selects volunteers from the
communities who also receive a Christmas parcel and each
year we decide on a different group. This year they choose to
encourage the Youth groups in the communities by offering
them a group-meal.
On the right picture the staff with their parcels; luxury items
are an umbrella and a chicken.

LOAN FUND

CBCC CONSTRUCTIONS

0.1 FTE
 The Welfare Committee

€ 1,100
 VVG Ede

448 beneficiaries
 68 Staff
 Youth groups ( 360 members)

OTHER PROGRAMS

Loan Fund

€ 37.50 = MK 37,500
per loan

In 2006 Malawi was struck by a serious
famine. Food was available, but very expensive.
At Matunkha we received $ 1,000 from the Ferguson
Family and management decided to initiate a Loan Fund
for staff to deal with sudden financial problems (food,
fertiliser, funerals, etc).
Since then, the Loan Fund assisted staff with emergencies
and they repaid the loans with decutions from their salary.
The interest was decided at 5% and from then onwards, the
Loan Fund proved to be a revolving fund, because with that
interest, the inflation in Malawi was covered.
At 31 December 2021 the balance of the Fund is € 1,115.

CHRISTMAS PARCELS

0.1 FTE
 Loan Committee
 Isaiah Chihana
 Tiem Selles

€ 1 181,
 Revolving fund

43 beneficiaries

113 loans

Volunteers Facilities
We use our previous tourist facilities mainly for
volunteers, students, family and guests from Holland.
A team of three young men take care of our guests. They
cook, serve, clean and wash. Unfortunately in 2021 we had
again just few guests because of Covid, so they also
assisted at the Centre with all kinds of maintenance work and
they kept the facilities in good condition.
Fortunately in the last quarter we received some guests
again, we could do some trips with them and we could
recover a portion of the losses of 2020 and 2021:

2 FTE
 Anthony Munthali
 Gibson Kaira
 Wisdom Kachali

€ 4,779
 Guests
 Some support from
Matunkha Nl

Transport Section
Serve the Centre with adequate and safe transport to
carry out the programs and projects
Reliable and safe transport is vital for our operations. Our catchment
area is almost completely rural, with very few tar roads, so the
availability of sturdy cars and motorbikes is essential.
Three years ago we started a revolving system for our motorbikes in
which we buy them new, use them for 15.000 km and then replace
with a new one. Halve of the neccessary sum is from the sale and the
other halve comes from use in the programs and activiities.
In 2006 we received a small tractor from Holland for use on the
Centre. This reduces the strain on our cars for local transport and we
give it good care.

3 FTE
 Paul Mfune
 Matandalo Gondwe
 James Nyirongo

€ 17,157
 Paid by Projects,
Programs &
Departments

7
 35,140 km

3


38,683 km

Facilities Management
Houses, Offices, Renovations & Security
The Matunkha Centre is a big complex; it covers almost 10
ha with houses & offices and 30 ha of mountain and bushy
area..
There are lots of houses (22), offices, classrooms,
workshops, etc. Most of these buildings are more than 10
years old, so maintenance of the buildings, the roads, the
landscaping and the drains is a big issue for us.
Fortunately the Matunkha foundation is supporting us in that
area.

9 FTE

Facilities











Peter Tengani
Kondwani Mponda
Harvey Gondwe
Willis Chipeta
Kondwani Mhango
Amon Kayange
Tiwonge Munthali
Greenwell Mtumbuka
John Ojesi

€ 17,010
 Matunkha Nl

9 FTE
 Matunkha Nl (50%)
 Tenants & departments (50%)

Security










John Mabaso
Edwell Chiona
Charles kandawire
Christina Nyirongo
Solium Ng’ambi
Walinase Sichinga
Mwandira Olms
Wilson Phiri

Finance & Administration

And many other donors who gave generously for our work:
see the Annual report of the Matunkha Foundation
in Holland

2.5 FTE





Isaiah Chihana
Tiem Selles
Winald Kayange
Annie Nkhoma

€ 7,557
 Matunkha Nl

Thank you!!!
Matunkha Development Trust
Community Development
Rumphi,
Malawi

